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problematic later in his career, as a result
of depressing his larynx to give his tones a
darker, fuller sound. I recall being shown
a copy of Tibbett’s autopsy, which showed
that the pairs of muscles which support
the larynx had lost their elasticity from the
larynx being constantly depressed.”
Leonard Warren: “If you ask me about
Warren, I will grant that he had a wide
range with an unusual top that could equal
many tenors. What I found fault with in
Warren was that he formed his tones too
far in the back of the throat, which gave his
voice an artificially dark color and sound.
He was not really a professional musician,
and had to learn most of his roles from a
repetiteur. As an actor he was credible in
some roles, but he did not know how to create real characters as, say, Tito Gobbi did.”
Zinka Milanov: “Of the sopranos I sang
with in the Verdi repertoire, Zinka Milanov
had the finest voice. Her range was quite
good, and her transitions into and out of the
chest register were seamless. Her pianissimi,
especially, were incredible! She could not
act, however, unless you want to say that a
policeman directing traffic is an actor.”
Rosa Ponselle and Rosa Raisa: “Of
the sopranos I heard in most of the roles
Milanov sang, Rosa Ponselle was the
greatest, both as a singer and an actress.
Everything about Ponselle was unique—the
timbre, the flexibility, and the size of her
voice. But there was another one: Rosa
Raisa. I heard Ponselle’s Norma in London,
and in Chicago I heard Raisa’s Norma. They
were very different in their approach to the
character of Norma, but the effect both of
them had on their audiences was equal.”
Maria Callas: “Don’t talk to me about
Maria Callas—not as a singer, nor as an actress. Her voice had such a wide vibrato that
sometimes you almost couldn’t tell where
the center of the tone was, nor even what
key she was singing in. And this so-called
‘acting’ of hers, this popping of her eyes,
this rushing from one side of the stage, back
and forth, and throwing around the train of
her dress. That is not ‘acting’ at all! That is
fury, not acting.” n
See more on page 38.

To Utah in Time of War: About
the Beginning of Jussi’s 1939/1940 Tour
By Harald Henrysson

The procedure called “an old Viking custom” (Portland, 1939)

A

t the 2015 JBS-USA conference in
Salt Lake City, material about Jussi
Björling’s 1939 Provo concert, his
first in Utah, was on display. That concert and its program may merit a special
commentary, and this article will also deal
a little more with the same tour. Before continuing, I would like to add that Jussi would
sing only once more in Utah, in Ogden on
13 November 1945—not long after the start
of his first US tour after WWII—and that
there were plans, though never realized for
unknown reason, for a concert in Salt Lake
City on 19 February 1947.
The Provo concert on 20 November
1939 was the beginning of Jussi Björling’s
first American tour during WW II. The
war in Europe had been going on for a few
months, since Germany’s attack on Poland,

20 November 1939
Provo, Utah Recital Program

and it would become a real world war in little more than two years, when the Japanese
attacked the US—a development which
restricted Jussi’s activities to Europe until
the end of 1945.
The 1939 tour was preceded by a
concert in The Hague on 4 November with
the Concertgebouw orchestra under Willem
Mengelberg (the only time Jussi sang under
that conductor). After the concert, Jussi and
Anna-Lisa had planned to leave on a Dutch
ship from Rotterdam, but the war changed
travel plans. Instead, they had to travel to
Bergen in Norway, where the accompanist
Harry Ebert joined them. During their stay,
Jussi drew some attention by stopping the
musicians at a restaurant from playing “La
Paloma” – a melody which he saw as a bad
omen. On 8 November, they sailed with S/S
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Bergensfjord of the Norwegian America
Line to New York, arriving on the 17th. The
ship, built in 1913, happened to be the same
one that had brought David Björling and his
three sons to the same destination twenty
years earlier for Jussi’s first American tour!
(The following year, after the occupation of
Norway, the ship would be requisitioned
by the British War Ministry and used as a
troop transport during the war.)
The boat trip across the Atlantic in radio
silence and in fear of mines and submarines
was difficult and stormy. Sections of the
railing on the captain’s bridge were broken
loose, and the heavy piano in the ballroom
once slid across the floor. The delayed journey caused the first scheduled concert, which
should have taken place in Springfield, Massachusetts on 19 November, to be cancelled.
Instead, the tour opened on the following
day, Monday 20 November, in Provo at the
other end of the continent. This meant that
the Björlings and Ebert after arriving in New
York had to travel further about 2,000 miles
by train. All this travel was the background
of an episode to which I will return.
Provo, situated on Utah Lake, 45 miles
south of Salt Lake City, had about 18,000
inhabitants in 1939; today it has grown sixfold. It is known as the home of Brigham
Young University, and Jussi’s concert,
organized by the university together with
the Community Concert Association, took
place in the (Provo) Mormon Tabernacle
which in 2010 would be almost completely
destroyed by fire.
Before the concert, the university’s

student newspaper, The
Y News took a closer
look at Jussi and was
clearly impressed, not
only by his ”beautiful,
free-flowing voice.” He
was described as “5 feet
8 inches in height and as
strong as an ox. He can
perform all the parlor
trick tests of strength
with ease. He is capable
of making people who
shake his hand too
effusively wish they
had not.” But this was a strongman who
also “dresses in excellent taste with rather
quiet colors.” Considering Jussi’s strength,
the paper was eager to assure that “he has
affable personality. He is full of fun if he
desires to be, yet when it is necessary to be
serious or positive, he abandons his fun.”
However, a warning was also issued: “He
is very nervous just before a concert. He is
likely to throw anything at hand at any person who enters the dressing room at such a
time.” But, fortunately, “after a concert, he is
affable and friendly again.”
On the day of the concert, the Provo
Daily Herald had an article entitled “Celebrated Swedish Tenor Monday Concert
Attraction”. It expressed great expectations:
“The program will be characterized by the
unusually refined qualities of his voice,
characterized by a freshness, clarity and
brilliance which made his series of phonograph recordings all best sellers. Today
it contains a richness and control which
contribute much to it.”
A section in the article on Jussi’s
background argued, with reference to his
US radio debut in November 1937 and the
following concert in Springfield, Massachusetts: “Each performance from that time on
has revealed more and more of the human
dynamic quality of his voice. The exceptional
range of his voice enables him to sing music
without transposing it downward, for he can
hit a high C and sustain it with a full voice. “
The article ended by publishing the
concert program, identical with the one
here reproduced in the original. Those who

are familiar with Jussi’s repertoire may be
surprised. Of the thirteen numbers on the
program, only five are known from his
recordings—something probably unique
among all his printed programs. I will come
back to this, after showing that Jussi really
met the high expectations.
The review in the Provo Daily Herald
was headlined “Golden Throated Tenor
Wins Ovation at Community Concert,” and
began “Revealing a golden tenor voice of
rare beauty, Jussi Bjoerling, of Metropolitan
Opera fame, sang his way into the hearts of
more than 2000 people.” The judgement was
that “the young Swedish artist possesses a
lyric and dramatic tenor which he displayed
to good advantage in a pleasing and entertaining concert program, ranging from the
lighter ballads of modern composers to the
heavier opera aria selections.”
When the review came to the two
encores, ”La donna è mobile” from Rigoletto
and “The Dream” from Manon, these were
said to have “climaxed one of the finest
concerts ever staged by a tenor in this city.”
The anonymous reviewer noted that “Mr.
Bjoerling although suffering with a slight
cold and obviously somewhat weary from
the ocean crossing from Sweden… was in
remarkable voice.”
Much other information on what
Jussi Björling really sang and did not was
fortunately also found in the review. The
three operatic arias in Sections I, III and VI
were performed as advertised. (“Dalla sua
pace” from Don Giovanni was many times
found on Jussi’s program, and it is regrettable that it never happened to be recorded!)
The three songs in English listed in Section
V were also performed as listed. Two of
them were here sung by Jussi for the first
time and repeated in all his concerts with
Ebert the same year: “I’ll Sing Thee Songs
of Araby” by the Englishman Frederick Clay
(1838-1889) and “Hills” by the American
Frank LaForge (1879-1953), also known
as a pianist. (To learn what the first song
sounds like, performed by a famous tenor,
there are versions by John McCormack
and Richard Tauber on YouTube.) “Hills”
was sometimes also on Jussi’s program in
Sweden, but neither of the two songs was
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ever recorded by him, in contrast to the real
favorite among his American songs which
was the third in this group, “Jeanie With the
Light Brown Hair.”
The changes in the program came in
Section IV, the Nordic one, where Alfvén’s
“Skogen sover” replaced Grieg’s “Våren”
(Spring), and especially in Section II, devoted to German lieder, which was completely
changed. The review informed that Jussi
“substituted two Schubert and two Strauss
selections for the scheduled Schumann
and Schubert numbers.” Unfortunately
this means that Jussi probably never sang
anything of Schumann, since neither “Ich
grolle nicht” nor “Mondnacht” appears
on any other of his known programs, and
the same applies to Schubert’s “Ungeduld”.
What might he have sung instead, and what
could have caused the substitution?
It seems very likely that Jussi Björling
actually sang the Schubert songs “Die böse
Farbe” and “An Sylvia”, together with “Morgen” and “Cäcilie” by Strauss, because all of
these songs appeared on his four following
concert programs during the tour. They
had also been performed at his Carnegie
Hall concert in January, which finished the
previous American tour. In 1937, the two
Strauss songs had become the first by this
composer that Jussi took up on his repertoire, and they were included among his
first and very successful lieder recordings in
Stockholm in July 1939.
Why, then did Jussi not extend his lieder program with “Ungeduld” and the two
Schumann songs, but returned to a more
familiar program? We will never know for
sure. He didn’t mention this concert when he
wrote about the tour in his 1945 autobiography (nor the next one, the circumstances of
which will be treated below), but began in
Winnipeg, and Anna-Lisa did not mention
Provo in her books. The light cold which the
reviewer noticed, or the long journey, might
perhaps have made Jussi less inclined to
introduce new songs, and once he returned
to his old program, he preferred to continue with it? Or had perhaps Harry Ebert
influenced him to expand the repertoire, but
Jussi changed his mind at the last moment?
I met Harry Ebert a few times during his last

years, and while I do not recall that he mentioned any attempt to expand Jussi’s German
lieder repertoire, Ebert - who worked for
many years in France —told me he had tried
in vain to persuade him to perform French
songs , which he was sure would have suited
him perfectly.
The next concert took place in Portland, Oregon on 25 November, after another
westward journey of about 800 miles. “The
Oregonian” published two articles before
the concert, the first of which had the
cryptic heading “Big Hotel Shy Of ‘Shakers’.” Perhaps the intention was to catch the
readers’ attention by allusion to the ascetic
Shakers sect? Anyway, the article gave an
unexpected highlight of traveling strain on
a touring artist. “Jussi Bjoerling, great Swedish tenor, made a strange request when he
registered at the Benson hotel Wednesday
night. ‘Can you give us a machine to make
the bed vibrate? We can’t sleep unless the
bed vibrates very much ... You see, we just
come from Stockholm; the steamer roll very
much, the train from New York had many
shakes, so we can’t sleep if all is quiet.’ The
clerk “Stonewall” Jackson “told the visitors
he could put a strong-limbed bell-boy at the
foot of each twin bed, and the boys should
shake the beds every five minutes. But this
didn’t seem to be exactly the thing to do, so
Mr. and Mrs. Bjoerling ... accepted everything ‘as is’.” We may assume that this was
an expression of how Jussi could be “full of
fun”, as the Provo student paper wrote!
Jussi recalled his tour as a boy and
thought that he might then also have been
in Portland (though that has not been
verified). He was also quoted as saying “we
are planning on bringing our children over
here and staying here for good,” though
that did not happen. After having told the
reporter about how he met Anna-Lisa, he
got a sensitive question: “’Did you love her
the first time you saw her?’ Jussi Bjoerling
was asked. ‘I don’t remember—I think so’,
he replied, blushing”.
Twice had Jussi already celebrated
Thanksgiving Day in New York, but in 1939
he and Anna-Lisa did so on the 23rd of
November at their hotel in Portland. The
Oregonian published an illustrated story
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about how they “carved a roasted national
barnyard bird” eating “kaakon” (“kalkon” is
Swedish for turkey) and broke a wishbone
(correctly quoted from “the land of skol” as
“lyckoben”); the procedure was called “an
old Viking custom”.
The Oregonian also published a review,
which confirmed the “warmth of approval”
Jussi won. The reviewer noted that he was
a Scandinavian Met artist who did not, as
usual, specialize in the heavy Wagnerian
repertoire but in the Italian and French, and
added the cryptical remark “Musically, he is
no Hamlet”!
From Portland the tour continued to
Seattle (for a concert conducted by Nikolai Sokoloff) and to Lindsborg in Kansas
(known for its celebration of Swedish
heritage and a town where Jussi had sung at
least eight times in 1920/21); then further
to Ann Arbor, Winnipeg (Jussi’s Canadian
debut), West Chester and Richmond in
Virginia before returning to New York on 16
December. There, Jussi began to prepare his
debuts at the Met as Faust on the 28th, and
as the Duke on New Year’s Day 1940. After
five performances with the Met, including
one on tour in Philadelphia, his concertizing
continued until departure from New York on
2 March. This had not only been Jussi’s longest American tour (as a tenor!) so far, but
also the first one which he extended outside
the US borders, both to the north (Winnipeg) and south (Havana in February). n
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